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Recap from last year

What we have accomplished

Efforts currently underway

Discussion and Q&A



TL;DR

We didn’t accomplish as much as we hoped.

But we made some fundamental progress.



BeeCon 2016



Panel: Contributing to Alfresco

Panel: Boriss Mejias, Richard Esplin, Thomas De Meo, Mark Heath,
John Sotiropoulos

Topics Raised:
• Why doesn’t Alfresco take more contributions?
• Why do issue reports sit for so long?
• Why don’t engineers spend more time collaborating with the open source 

community?

Goals Set:
• Contribution guidelines
• Respond to ALF issues
• Increased prioritization of open source collaboration



Accomplishments



Thank you for the work you already do

Localization efforts

Add-ons

Early access testing and feedback

Blog posts

BeeCon



Project Pages

Each open source project 
has a page in the Alfresco 
social community.

Each project can have own 
procedures, policies, and 
governance.

https://community.alfresco.com/docs/DOC-6385-project-overvie
w-repository 

https://community.alfresco.com/docs/DOC-6385-project-overview-repository
https://community.alfresco.com/docs/DOC-6385-project-overview-repository
https://community.alfresco.com/docs/DOC-6385-project-overview-repository


Clarification on requirement for Contribution License 
Agreements (CLAs)

Internal uncertainty and inconsistency around when CLAs are required 
slowed engineering efforts to accept contributions.

We now understand that every contribution needs a CLA, and we have a 
better manual process for collecting them.

Next step: automated process for collecting CLAs.



ALF Triage



Cleaned up old issues



We fixed a lot of stuff



Even more
in other
projects



Things are going better since the clean up



The process is working

About 10 new issues a week

.75 employee days/week in triage

Goal of triage:
Make the issue actionable,
or close it.

Some issues require a long time
to figure out how to proceed.



Current Projects



Migration from SVN to Git

Open source projects:
GitHub.com/Alfresco

Internal projects:
GitLab at git.alfresco.com

Projects Moved:
• Records Management
• alfresco-core
• data-model



Migration from SVN to Git

Accomplished:
• Internal development can 

overlay proprietary and open 
source repositories

• Have a model for migrating 
branches and tags so we can 
support existing product

• Can accept pull requests at 
GitHub

Outstanding questions and tasks:
• How much history can be moved?

– We want the repo under 4GB
• How will we make the entire 

history available?
• Need a single project to integrate 

all the components.
• Close the current GitHub 

community-edition repo.



TAS: Test Automation Service

Provides automated integration and functional testing.
• Significantly reduced cost of testing the 5.2 release.
• Built completely with open source technologies.
• Internal consensus for releasing the tool has been achieved.

In order to hit release goals, we need to improve the system before we can 
spend effort releasing the code.

Future efforts:
• Make architectural improvements.
• Perform code review and migrate to GitHub for public release.
• Decide how TAS tests should be related to contribution requirements.



Architecture Map

A published subset of our internal proprietary architecture map.
• Will describe the existing components of our open source projects.
• Currently only a couple of public pages.

Hosted in a public GitHub project:
• https://github.com/Alfresco/arch-map 
• Public, but copyrighted and not for redistribution.

Remaining tasks for collaboration:
• Implement process to overlay proprietary and public architecture maps.
• Receive feedback on the usefulness.
• With your help, document more!

https://github.com/Alfresco/arch-map
https://github.com/Alfresco/arch-map






Current prioritization of future projects

• Complete migration to Git
• Release TAS
• Complete the Architecture Map ⬅ a good place to contribute
• Automated collection of Contribution License Agreements
• Continuous Integration / Automated Testing on public GitHub pull 

requests
• Document contribution standards and policies



Introductions



Discussion


